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SCIENCE AND V ALVES

DILEMMAS

Scientific inquiry may no longer be regarded as only an exercise of
curiosity and adventure. Science today is too powerful a tool; it holds
an immediate import for human affairs that takes it far beyond the
boundaries of the scientist's personal predilections. Like many
endeavors of the mind, science is morally neutral, in itself neither
good nor eviL. But unlike other intellectual and aesthetic undertak-
ings, unlike art, music, and literature, science .intrinsically holds
dangers to the human condition that have come to equal-indeed to
exceed---its potential for progress and prosperity.

Advances of knowledge and technology have always represented
a double-edged blade. Shaped flint, the wheel, the nuclear reactor-it
is the usagc to which the implement is put that defines its moral
value, not the implement as such. The potency of the implements

now at hand far exceeds the ethical sophistication of the users.
Science urgently requires a framework of appropriate ethical values
if it is not, for malevolence or for ignorance, to serve the demonic.

It is for lack of such a value framework that not a few leading
scientists have felt obliged to leave certain fields in recent years and
to seek others in which the dangers of misuse seemed less imminent.
A case in point is the exodus of investigators, like the late Leo
Szilard, from atomic physics following the development of the
atomic bomb; some physicists then devoted themselves to establish-
ing a society and a journal aimed at calling awareness to the

monstrous possibilities inherent in a conscienceless harnessing of
atomic energy.

Another instance of flight from a specific area of investigation is
that of bacteriologists in the i 950s and i 960s from aerosol biology.
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Here research contributes significantly to the understanding of
microbial pathogenesis and immunogenesis where infection occurs
by inhalation; that understanding, in turn, promises to advance the
means of infectious disease prophylaxis and therapy. At the same
time, however, the insights gained into the behavior of pathogenic
microorganisms suspended in fine sprays, and so introduced into the
respiratory tract of experimental animals, were applied simul-

taneously to the development of biological warfare. It was under
pressure from the influential Pathological Society of Great Britain
and Ireland that England's major biological warfare facility, at
Porton, suspended its military programs in the mid-1950s and
opened the laboratories to basic biomedical research. At the Univer-
sity of California in Berkeley, the Department of Bacteriology and
Immunology, then one of the most prestigious in the world, split in a
bitter rift between members who argued for terminating scholarly
associations with the neighboring Naval Biological Laboratory, also
a center of biological warfare research, and those who felt that a
basic-research collaboration must be maintained between the Labo-
ratory and the University's academic scientists because the work was
essential for American defense.

The argument for defense cannot be dismissed lightly. There is
the very real consideration that if benevolent societies will not further
all possible knowledge and methodologies, ultimately to be utilized
for human benefit, competing societies that are not fettered by moral
constraints, that place no limits on scientific pursuit, and that will not
hesitate to exploit scientific advancement destructively may gain
critical advantage.

The scientist stands, always, before a dilemma. As virtually
every attainment can be given both moral and immoral purport, he
may well see no alternative to the position that, as scientist, he bears
no particular responsibility for society's employments. He may
indeed be persuaded that he should retreat before the question, for
his interventions may deprive himself and his nation of the means of
legitimate self-defense; his blood is no less red than that of real or

potential foes. Yet, the argument is also a tempting to wastelands. It
is the scientist who provides the instruments for life and death. If he
produces them blindly and silently, he can no more renounce being
answerable for their devastating than for their salutary applications.

MOTIVATION

It has often been averred by scientists that the only pure motivation
for study is knowledge for its own sake. This idealized conception of
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the scientist embarked on an abstract "pursuit of the truth" not only
belies the complexity of human motivation; it also consigns the
scientist to a moral limbo. Taking refuge in the disembodied purity of
his career, he divorces himself from consideration of his labor's ends,
avoids decisions of a moral nature and impact. Such avoidance is
amoral and ultimately risks immorality; neutrality in science plays
readily into the hands of diabolic forces. The record of German
science during 1933-1945, bears eloquent testimony to this. The
imputed purism of motive, and routes of escape from a larger
concern, are threatening to both scientist and society.

The motive of contributing to society, which also impels many
scientists, carries in the eyes of others the stigma of "utilitarianism."
Far more important, that desire, too, is insufficient assurance of
science's humane disposition if it is not anchored in a clearly defined
value matrix. Indeed, unguided or misguided good intentions have
proven more lethal in science than mere indifference. In a recent
book, Tödliche Wissenschart, Benno Müller-Hill, a young German
molecular gcneticist, documents a terrible indictment of German
psychiatrists, geneticists, and anthropologists during the Nazi era.
Senior workers in these fields saw in the triumph of Nazism a golden
opportunity to put into practice long-standing ideas deriving from

the science- pseudoscience-of eugenics. On the assumption that
personality and mental attributes are much more the manifestations
of genotype than of environment-an assumption for which there is
little persuasive evidence even today-leading German workers in
these disciplines persuaded the Nazi government to the extermina-
tion of peoples among whom there appear with high frequency
characteristics that were held to be "alien," or undesirable and hence
"inferior," by German nationalists and anti-Semites.

By removing unwanted "Jewish genes" from the genetic pool of
the populations in and around Germany, the German "race" would
be protected from the threatening, foreign influence of the Jews; by
deleting "inferior genes ".- those of gypsies and Slavic peoples as
well-from the human genetic pool, humanity would be blessed by
the ascendancy of a new, superior race. German scientists promoted
the Holocaust, not only collaborated in its execution. Müller-Hill has
correctly denoted 'Auschwitz as "Labor Auschwitz"; it was not a

coincidence that men and women in white coats, faculty members of
great German Universities, conducted the selections at the unloading
ramps of the extermination camps. Many of them came trained in
applied eugenics; they had completed internships in the gassing
installations where the mentally ill and other "defectives" were put to
death in Germany in the years before World War II.
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The diaries and interrogation records of many of the major
Gcrman war criminals makc it clcar that sadism was not, in many
instances, a motivating element. Neither was rabid Jew-hatred an
invariable component in the makeup of these persons. The far more
common denominator was a scientifically framed, dispassionate
belief in "racial hygiene" (Rassenhygiene). It also became apparent to
this writer, while serving in an intelligence unit of the United States
Army in Germany after the war, that not a few of the accused mass
murderers were idealists in every sense of the word but that which
would have idealism subsume a commitment to the supreme value of
individual human life and well-being.

It is to no small measure the record of perversion of German
science that has impelled the present reservations of many scientists
and scientific bodies in the Wcst vis-a-vis the developing disciplines
of genetic end reproductive engineering, transplantation biology,
psychoneurobiology, and others in which the possibilities of abuse
are especially salient. And therc are scientists who, since Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, have abandoned science altogcther as an cnterprise
too morally clouded.

Such selective desertion does not, of course, resolve the built-in
ambiguity and ambivalence of scicntific effort. It only leaves the
arena to those of lesser sensibility.

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE

The questions of ethics that accompany medicine carry a particularly
heavy weight and have a singular immediacy.

The ethical dilemmas of clinical medicine pertain acutely to each
patient before us. The ethical implications of biomedical research

cannot be deferred only to the future deliberations of society; each
step forward in the laboratory can be of imminent relevance to the
practicing physician. Intervention in the processes of the human
body and psyche is a matter of life and death, suffering and well-
being; it lies at the heart of the human condition. The ethics of
medicine touch at once, and influence profoundly, all spheres of
human conduct. And because in medicine the immediate goal is to
sustain and succor, the larger significance of each specific attempt to
heal can easily blur. The imper"tive of rewining the wider vision is
pressing. Recent biomedical developments leave no doubt that the
science, "rt, and, indeed, the vocation of healing are permeated by
rending ethical quandaries, and that these are not only of a "method-
ological," but also of a fundamental philosophic nature.
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Transplantation

It has become possible to transplant a large variety of tissues and
organs from one human being to another-blood, bone marrow,
skin, bone, heart, lung, kidneys, liver, pancreatic tissue, cornea,

eye-and the range of transplantable tissues as well as the success of
the procedure is rapidly increasing. Implantation of healthy tissue
from a donor are often the only alternative to death of the recipient.

Ethical and halakhic reticence to transplantation has derived
primarily from concern with the risk incurred by recipient and donor
and, where tissue is taken from the dead, with the eventuality that
vital organs may be removed before the moment of death. I term
these concerns methodological, because risk of procedure and ascer-
tainment of life's cessation are matters of medical sophistication, not
of moral principle. Once the likely benefits of transplantation have
been shown to outweigh the risks involved, and once there is
removed all uncertainty attaching to the moment of transition from
terminal life to death, a wariness of ethics would seem to be dispelled.
The second major concern, that the remains of a human being may
be treated with other than the dignity with which they are endowed,
recedes before the superior imperative of preserving life, now that
transplantation is indisputably capable of that achievement.

But a new era of transplantation is before us, and the ethical
problems brought with it have not been resolved.

Expcrimental studies and preliminary clinical trials suggest that
implants of human fetal tissues, notably of central nervous tissue,
may have therapeutic efficacy in Parkinson's, Alzheimer's, and
perhaps other degenerative diseases common to older age. Findings
are still uncertain, but resort to fetal tissuc is predicated on sound
biological considerations; it is probable that the field of fetal tissue
transplantation will develop rapidly.

Will abortion, then, become more frequent, with a humanitarian
aim now at hand to justify the termination of fetal life? Will life come
to be conceived with the elear intent, before its inception, of
destroying it so that another may conceivably be improved or
rescued? There are already cases on record before physicians-and
before law courts-of women demanding th"t " pregn"ncy initiated
for that purpose be interrupted, and the fetus "harvested," so that its
brain cells may be implanted into an ill relative.

Pecuniary motivcs and socictal planning will unavoidably entcr
the picture. Scenarios that are grotesque but not wholly beyond the
bounds of actuality present themselves. Can one foresee the estab-
lishment of "fetariums" where young women will be impregnated,
cared for, and relieved at the appropriate time of their embryo, for
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the benefit of a population of the incapacitated who, upon treatment
with the living fetal tissues, can return to years of productivity? It can
well be argued, after all, that the rewards that can be offered the
willing woman exceed those of many menial tasks which may be their
alternative option, to say nothing of the laudable goals. We are, too,
after all, rapidly nearing the institutionalization of a no more
macabre endeavor at the far end of the spectrum of being: The body
that has ceased to live by the various criteria now in use-"death" of
cardio-pulmonary activity, of the whole brain, of the brain stem-
can be preserved artificially for some time in a state of physiological
functionality sufficient to maintain vital organs for later taking; the
designation "neo-mort" has been applied to that state of suspended
non-lie; and "neo-mortariums" where such suspension between life
and the grave can be prolonged for hours and days-for the best of

purposes-are no longer in the realm of science fiction. We are able
to intervene with growing decisiveness at the beginning and at the

end of life-how far may we go?

There is another problem, more subtle but still more far-
reaching. As transplantation takes on a progressively crucial role in
medicine, the person inevitably acquires a prominent new identity.
He comes to be regarded in surgical terms. He represents an
assemblage of parts that are interchangeable with those of other such
assemblages; his essential card of identity is the profile of his

histocompatibility antigens. In our preoccupation with health and
disease, will that fractional identity not come to overshadow the
inviolable wholeness of the human being, his dignity, his purpose?
The medical rendition of the human being to types of blood and flesh
need not conflict with a parallel, complementary conception that the
body is also the vessel of spirit, that it bears, uniquely for each
individual, the divine imprint, and that its integrated actions as
person are framed by will and conscience and thereby transcend the
sum of its diverse physiological functions. There is no inherent
dichotomy, but the temptation to a dichotomy of self-perception
would seem inevitable. It has always been more comfortable to throw
off than to accept an indefinable but demanding spiritual identity.
Now that the other, physical identity of man is reaching ever greater
clarity and pertinence, the danger of a materialistic reduction of his
nature, of his distancing himself further and further from the divine,
threatens to destroy the singular character of medicine's object.

Genetic and Reproductive Engineering

We are attaining the ability to intervene in the nature of life even
before its beginning. Gene identification, cloning, splicing, transfec-
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tion, and other techniques of molecular biology have made it possible
to alter the mammalian gcnome. Concrete benefits have already
accrued from this expanding field; for instance, the large-scale
production, at much reduced cost, of pure biologic and medical
reagents, achieved by introducing the product's controlling gene into
microbial vectors. Possibilities of preventing diseases of man that
arise from gene defects or deletions, by correcting the deficiency at
the DNA level, although not yet at hand, can be envisaged in the
foreseeable future. Tcst tubc fertilization and embryo development
enhance the feasibility of such theoretically possible approaches.

There is the equivalent possibility, however, of invading the
biologic human inheritance not only to specified prophyl"ctic and
therapeutic purpose, but also to slant physical and personality

characteristics in directions deemed desirable by . . . whom? Does the
molecular gcneticist, acting on societal dictates, then become a
legitimate partner with parents and the Divine in the continued

creation of human beings? It is true that the relative contributions of
genotype and circumstance to the human personality are, at best,
very uncertain. Thcre is growing evidence, nonetheless, for at least a
gcnetic predisposition to ccrtain personality traits; and, it is not

unimaginable that an engineered enrichment or impoverishment of
certain genes can heighten the role of the genome.

The cloning of domestic animals for given economic objectives
has recently been achieved. The reports of this accomplishment

pointed out that advances in animal reproductive manipulation often
precede by a decadc or less a capacity at similar innovations in man.

Arc we, then, about to enter a frightful era in which facets of
personality can be set, the ability to choose constrained not by the
person in the environment which he himself helps shape, but rather
by determinants at his conception, or bcforc, under the control of the
biologist?

Aging

As infectious diseases have come under control and nutrition and
public health preventive measures improved, average life expectancy
has increased dramatically during this century, notably in the West.
The years of senescence have lengthened in consequence; in their
wake, the medical and social problems of advanccd age have comc to
the forefront of medicine.

In the ethos of Judaism, the supreme value of human life is not
conditional on any assessment of its quality. The physician, the
scientist, and socicty bear the common, primary obligation of
prolonging life by all means available. But society has been shock-
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ingly slow to rcspond to the anguish of an increasingly prominent

segment of the population that is subject to dcbilitating disease,
inability to manage life independently, poverty, and loncliness.

In the halakhic emphasis on sustaining life to the last possible
moment, the question of its quality has been allowed to recede from
concern. Even in organic, value-oriented Jewish communities, care
for the aged is low on the ladder of priorities. Golden Age is for many
a period of pain and deprivation.

The scientific endeavor of adding to the sum of life is thus, too,
unthoughtful and undiscerning. Litte provision has been made for
the contingency of negative concomitants of an effort intended to be
beneficial; responsibility for all the aspects of its outcomc has not
been taken.

Man is charged, in Judaism, to partnership with the Divine in
creation. The chargc is inclusive. It subsumes the imperative of
imitatio dei. The guidelines to this imitation, Torah, are designated
oraitah, light, and ranmanah, mercifulness. It is neither light nor
mercy nor compassion if science and medicine blindly consign
human beings to added years of a distressful existence. Preserving life
is at the core of Judaism's values; preserving it without a parallel care
for its character is a distortion of these values.

SCIENCE IN SEARCH OF VALUES

Jcwish values have been cited repeatedly in the preceding para-
graphs. This is because the ethos of Judaism is the only one that can
provide criteria for the humane uses of science.

Science requires a framework of values whose authority is other
than human. It must be a value systcm that is pervasively concerned
with the condition of man but that is not anthropocentric. Secular,
rationalist humanism is inadequate. Human standards of what is
"good" for individual and society are relative and f1uctuating; by
their lights, not a few of the l\azi scientists were humanists. Jewish
values, in contrast, derive from and point at the Divine. They are
theocentric, and they dictate humane interactions between man and
man, because only in humaneness can man approximate the godly.
Jewish value principles are absolute and immutable, and their
application must perforce always meet the criterion of comp"ssion.

Jewish ethics often stand in contradistinction to good biological
sense. Biological equilibri" pivot around the demands of the selfish
gene. It is the clamor of the gene for perpetuation that dominates the
ruthless neutrality of the biological world; its law is the survival of
those, of all spccics, that are best adapted to cope with their matcrial
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environment. That consideration has no place in Judaism's concep-
tion of mankind. The weak-individual or group-have no lesser
right to existence than the strong. The ideal society is one that
encourages the expression of certain behavioral and intellectual
characteristics, but it is also one that denies no person the dignity and
rights that are irrevocably inherent in the human fabric. Judaism
would create social environments of mutual support in which the
disadvantaged, too, can survive. Jewish society sets and enforces

standards of deportment; it may be elitist in the appreciation of
achievements it esteems, but it never places life and living in the
scales of its regards. They are unconditional, sacrosanct.

It is the quantum of sanctity and selflessness in human existence
that Judaism adds to thc Darwinian reality of the living world, and
that must form, together with the sense of curiosity and exploration,
the nucleus of scientific motivation and performance if science is to
be held from destroying itself.

Judaism's inclusive perspective of human rights and 0 bligations
is mirrored in the unique definition of "peace," a definition that is
stated not as an abstract ideal but rather as an imperative that

pervades the corpus of Halakhah. Peace means not only the absence
of strife, but also, and essentially, the well-being of the individuaL.
There may be implicit in this extended meaning of the term an acute
insight into social dynamics: Where there is no peace in the heart of
the individual human being, there can be none in his interactions
with those about him, none in his larger community, none in the
world. It would be erroneous, however, to interpret such a reading as
indicating a drift of emphasis away from the individual to the
collective. Judaism has placed peace of the person at the fulcrum of
its jurisprudence.

The problem of the abandoned woman-the agunah-is dis-
cussed extensively in the tractate Yevamot of the Babylonian Tal-
mud. The husband has disappeared and there are reports of his
death-reports that do not meet the strict standards of evidence and

witnessing otherwise laid down by Jewish law. So as to release the
unfortunate wife from the permanent limbo of her status as
agunah-she may not wed again lest her husband prove to be alive-
the Talmud effectively suspends the usual rulings, and on evidence
much weaker than is normally admissible presumes the man dead
and tbe woman free. Other liberalities are effected in this tractate,
pertaining to other marital situations where a strict formulation of
the law would cause grave distress to innoccnt pcrsons.

In a discourse on the tractate, a leading rabbinic authority,
Maharshah (Samuel Eliezer Edels, 1555-1631), faces the seeming
contradictions that here abound in the halakhic process: "There
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appear in this tractate matters that astound at first sight, in suggest-
ing an uprooting of the Torah. . . . Therefore, the tractate concludes,
'Scholars increase peace in the world.' . . . For it is not an uprooting
of the Torah, but rather a matter that pertains to peace. . . . For if she
will become an agunah, that is not peace. . . . And it is written of the
Torah, 'Her ways are ways of pleasance and all her paths are peace,'
and also, 'God gives strength to his people.' . . . Therefore, it is not an
uprooting, for God gave strength to his people, who are the scholars,
so that they shall make the Law light in this matter, for the 'Lord
blesses his people with peace.' . . ."

The concluding section of the volume Zemanim ("Seasons") of
Maimonides' definitive compendium of biblical and talmudic legisla-
tion, Mishneh Torah, deals with a question of priorities: If there are
at hand sufficient funds to purchase oil for the lights of Chanukkah
or for the light of the Sabbath during that week, but not for both,
precedence is given to fulfilling the commandment of the Sabbath
light. The Sabbath light symbolizes the descending of the peace and
contentment of the seventh day on the household, and Maimonides
writes: ". . . the very name of God may be erased to make peace
between husband and wife. (This refers to the biblical ritual in which
a woman accused by a jealous husband of infidelity can clear her
name. She is brought before the priest and given to drink a potion
into which there is dipped a parchment bearing the letters of the
Divine name. The writing dissolves. The woman drinks, and if she is
innocent, she shall conceive and bear a son; shc has been proven
faithful and is restored to her husband's affections.J Great is peace,

for the Torah is given in its entirety to make peace in the world, as it
is written, 'Her ways are ways of pleasancc and all her p"ths are
peace.' "

These passages are illustrative of the basic thrust of elassical
Judaic thought and legislation. "For the sake of peacc" is a consid-
eration that often overrides, and overturns, all others and becomes
the deciding factor. The idea of peace is encompassing. It denotes the
essence of Torah, and it defines the primary responsibility of the
scholars into whose hands the unfolding of Torah is committed.

And as the guidelines for the pursuit of the knowledge of Torah
are to make peace large in the world, so must peace guide the pursuit
of all knowledge. That is the commission of the Jewish scientist.

The conception of peace as well-being complements that of

piku'af: nefesh, the preservation of human life as such. They are,
together, the dominant theme of Judaism's blueprint. They c"nno!
provide simple, immediate answers to the complex questions of
ethics entailed by scientific exploration. They are, howcver, the
ultimatc yardsticks by which the morality of every scientific effort
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must be measured. The scientist, whose work poses the dilemmas of
its direction, is compelled to be a force in the arenas of public affairs
as well, to be a central protagonist and advocate in the disposition of
his labors. "Lo tukhalle-hitalem"-he may not turn his back.
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